
"This book takes the reader into
the inner councils of U.S. Cold

War strategic planning and
enables one to second-guess

the best and the brightest from
Truman to Reagan. With its

wealth of heretofore top-secret
National Intelligence Estimates,

it is to the Cold War what the
Pentagon Papers were to

the war in Vietnam"
—Charles D. Ameringer,

author of
U.S. Foreign Intelligence:

The Secret Side of
American History

AMERICA'S STRATEGIC BLUNDERS
INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS AND
NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY, 1936-1991
Willard C. Matthias

A survey and critique of Cold War policy

by a US intelligence insider.

"America's Strategic Blunders is a hard-hitting

defense of CIA intelligence analysis from

1936 to 1973 and a critique of the failure of

policymakers from 1973 to 1991 to maintain a

system of national intelligence that provided

what was needed, if not always what was

welcome. The author served for many years as a

senior intelligence estimator and knows what he

is talking about. His thoughtful analysis provides

an important complement for understanding

declassified records on the role of intelligence in

policymaking in the Cold War, with valuable

lessons for the future as well."

—Raymond L. Garthoff, Brookings Institution

(Former U.S. Ambassador to Bulgaria)

This survey of more than fifty years of national

security policy juxtaposes declassified U.S.

intelligence estimates with recently released

Soviet documents disclosing the views of Soviet

leaders and their Communist allies on the same

events. Matthias shows that U.S. intelligence

estimates were essentially correct but that our

political and military leaders generally

disregarded them—resulting in a tragic waste

of American lives and missed opportunities to

ease world tensions and advance U.S. interests.

In his analyses of the world situation, Matthias

also shows how policymakers misunderstood

the politics and problems of lesser-developed

countries and often pursued misguided policies,

including calamitous CIA covert operations.
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"In economic research, as with
all systematic thought, there is

no such thing as unguided
observation. Economists

interpret events and make
predictions through the

distortive lenses of paradigms.
In this book, which draws

fascinating parallels between
economic paradigms and

religious dogma, Robert Nelson
offers a critical survey of modern

economic thought that is as
informative as it is provocative.

Economics as Religion will be of
interest not only to economists

but also to anyone eager to know
more about how scientific

disciplines operate."
—Timur Kuran,

University of Southern California

ECONOMICS AS RELIGION
FROM SAMUELSONTO CHICAGO
AND BEYOND

Robert H. Nelson
Foreword by Max L. Stackhouse,
Professor of Christian Ethics,
Princeton Theological Seminary

An insightful exploration of the powerful role

that economic belief plays in our modern

society as a secular religion that serves many of

the same functions as early Christian and other

religions did in their time.

"Economics as Religion is an excellent book....

It provides a remarkably balanced and

comprehensive history of the way that

economics developed in the twentieth century.

The book will undoubtedly be welcomed by ...

[a] considerable number of theologians.

Professional economists will find [it] will

broaden their understanding of what economists

have been doing in recent decades. Political

scientists or philosophers can ... clarify their

understandings of social science and especially

economics. And I think it will find a fair number

of readers in the general population."

—Paul Heyne, University of Washington

"Nelson does not regard 'theology' as a cuss

word, and so his detailed study of the theology

underlying Samuelsonian and Chicagoan

economics is not a putdown. It's a way of seeing

the rhetoric of fundamental belief—what has

been called vision. Nelson ... speaks with

authority from within the field.... His grasp of

modern economics is broad and firm. And so in

theology, too. It's an important, even an amazing

book: Luther meets Smith."

—Deirdre McCloskey,

University of Illinois at Chicago
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